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Hamburg Monarchs Soccer U4-U8 Club Curriculum 

Age Group Goals  

These age groups are the beginning of our players’ development. We want to focus on 

fundamental movement and motor skills such as balance, running, body awareness, dribbling, 

passing, trapping, and basic shooting.  

What each practice should look like:   

1. Foot Skills Warm-up  

Each session should begin with a general warm-up focusing on ball skills. All players should 

have a soccer ball at their feet. Players can line up on the sideline to do some footwork as 

instructed by the coach. After players have grasped that concept after a couple weeks, make it 

fun! Have players run around the field as you yell out what ball skill they should do next. Ball 

skills include toe touches, foundation/ping pongs, pullbacks/mountains, roll over, scissors, crife, 

cuts and turns etc. Please refer to the short video on “Ball Skills” to learn how to demonstrate 

these ball skills to players. 

Use this link to see a ball skill demonstration video:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UFbXP4Ojg-M 

2. Activities/Exercises   

After the foot skills, coaches should run 1-2 skill building activities/exercises (below). Bring 

players into the center circle and be sure to explain the rules of a game several times before 

starting the activity. If an exercise is going well, stick with it! If not, change it up.  

The most important things at this stage of development are to have fun and to get a TON of 

touches on the soccer ball (always have the soccer ball at their feet).  

Sample exercise are below. Feel free to utilize them on a rotating basis or come up with your 

own games. Any game can be turned into a “soccer game”, simply have the players dribbling the 

ball while doing it. For example, sharks and minnows, red light/green light, freeze tag, etc.  
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IMPORTANT POINTS TO NOTE:  

• “Formal” soccer drills are not effective at this age. The best things to do for player 

development at these ages are a TON of touches on the soccer ball and to have FUN. 

Enjoyment of the game is what keeps players playing.  

• Be encouraging. Give A LOT of positive feedback. Too much negative feedback is not a 

good motivator and will only serve to discourage players.  

3. Game Time  

Half-way through your session, divide teams in half to play 2 small-sided games (3 v 3 for U4 – 

U6 and 4 v 4 for U8 against the opposing team. You can divide your team into younger/smaller 

players and older/bigger players and coordinate with the opposing coach for even matchups.  

Goaltenders will be added to U8 games in July (4 v 4 with goaltenders). Co-coaches or parent 

volunteers will need to help with at least one of the games. All players should get even playing 

time.  

Why small-sided games? Small-sided games are a fun and developmentally appropriate 

environment for our young soccer players. Players will touch the ball more, be more physically 

efficient in the small field space, make more game-time decisions that are less complicated, have 

more opportunities to solve problems that only the game presents, have more chances to both 

attack and defend the ball, and will have increased opportunities to score goals (which improves 

the confidence of the players and increases enjoyment of the game).  

The basic rules that we tell players: No hands on the ball during the game, keep your hands and 

feet to yourself (no pushing/hitting other players or purposefully kicking them), play stops and 

players freeze when the ball goes out of bounds, sit down if injured, and the object is to score on 

the other team's net and try to stop the other team from scoring on yours. Stress the importance 

of being respectful to other players/coaches but most importantly HAVE FUN! 

IMPORTANT POINTS TO NOTE:  

• Teaching young players the official rules of the game is not instrumental, the basic rules 

listed above will do. Players will not absorb all of the rules at this age and it will only 

serve to complicate their decision-making during game time.  

• The game itself is a great teacher and players will learn the intricacies of soccer (how to 

dribble away from the other team, how to look for teammates to help when they can/t 

dribble out of trouble, etc.) by simply playing the game.  

GAME TIME RULES FOR COACHES:  

• Teams will start with a kick-off. This means that a player on Team A will pass the ball to 

another player on Team A in the center of the field. Play begins at this time. 

• If the ball gets kicked or touched by Team A before going out of bounds, Team B gets 

the ball.  
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• If the ball goes out of bounds on the sidelines, players will throw it in where it went out 

(ball all the way over their head with two feet on the ground). However, do not practice 

throw in drills, simply have players do it when appropriate. If the ball goes out on an end 

line, players will kick the ball back into play.  

• If a team scores, the opposing team gets to kick-off at the center of the field.  

• Fouls include hand balls, two hand pushing, hitting, kicking a player with the intent to 

injure, etc. Players at this age do not have full coordination or control over their body and 

what looks like a foul may not always be. Do not stop the game for minor fouls, simply 

correct the player and keep playing.  

• In the case of a violent or serious foul, stop the game and the opposing team gets to kick 

the ball from where the foul occurred.  

• If injured, a player should sit down. All play stops immediately and play then restarts 

with a throw-in.  

• These age groups will run in a pack, that is normal! As the season progresses, you can 

begin to introduce to concept of spreading out. However, do not focus on it or stop the 

game to make players spread out.  

• Players this age will rarely pass the ball. Dribbling and ball control are the focus of these 

age groups. As the season progresses, we can teach the concept of passing. Encourage 

players to pass to their teammates but do not focus on it.  

• Let the players have fun and have fun yourself! It is contagious.  
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Activities/Exercises for Practices  
 

Exercise 1 - Dribbling Technique/Simon Says: Instruct and demonstrate proper 

dribbling technique. Players may dribble the ball with any part of their feet aside 

from their toes. This is a tough skill to master as toe dribbling is the “easiest” for 

young players; be patient with your players and keep encouraging dribbling with 

other parts of the feet. Players should focus on keeping the ball close to their 

feet/body (the ball should never be too far in front of them). Players will dribble 

their ball throughout the field while staying in bounds. Players follow commands 

of what part of the body to stop the ball with (right foot, elbow, knee). 

 

Click here to view a dribbling technique demonstration: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNUGBaCaG44 

 

Exercise 2 - Knock Out: Use the center circle or box as boundaries. Players have 

to protect their ball while dribbling and keeping the ball close to their feet. First, 

coaching will kick players’ balls out of the circle. The player must run to get their 

ball and do 10 toe-touches to re-enter. Then, in the next round, players will also try 

to kick other players’ soccer balls out of the circle. In the last round, you cannot 

allow reentry. Last player left wins.  

 

Exercise 3 - Color Dribbling: Set up 5 to 6 boxes around the field with different 

color cones (or pinnies if multi-color cones are unavailable). Have the players 

dribble their ball to the color cone the coordinator decides (dribble to red box, blue 

box, dribble to the box the color of the sky, etc.) 

 

Exercise 4 - Sharks and Minnows: Line all players on the sideline (minnows). 

Choose two/three players to be the “sharks” and have them stand in the middle of 

the field. When you say “go”, the minnows try to dribble the soccer ball to the 

other line. The sharks try to kick away as many soccer balls as they can. Once the 

minnow gets to the sideline they are safe. Any player whose ball gets kicked away 

becomes a shark for the next round. The last minnow left on the sidelines is the 

winner. Stress the importance of keeping control of the soccer ball and keeping it 

close to their body to “protect” the ball. 

 

Exercise 5 - Cone Dribbling: Set up gates around entire field using cones. Have 

players dribble through as many cones as possible within 3 to 4 minutes. Player 

who dribbles through the most gates wins. Play multiple rounds encouraging 

players to beat their previous score. 
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Exercise 6 - Red Light Green Light: All players will have a ball. Line all players 

up on the sideline. When you say green light-players dribble fast, Yellow light-

players dribble slowly, red light- all players stop. Stress the importance of keeping 

the ball close to the body (they should not kick the ball far in front of them).  

 

Exercise 7 - Relay Race: Set up 4-6 lanes of cones 1 yard apart. Break players 

into teams of 2 and have them line up at the start of the line. One at a time, each 

player will dribble in and out of cones and once they complete the line they sit 

down at the end. The player standing at the first cone should do toe touches until 

their partner gets back and then it is their turn to dribble through the cones. Once 

both players get through the cones and sit, their team wins. Play multiple rounds 

having players use just left foot, right foot, or both.  

 

Exercise 8 - Passing Technique: Instruct and demonstrate proper 2-touch passing. 

Players must pass the soccer ball with the inside of their feet. We pass with the 

inside of our feet because it is the most accurate. The foot they are not kicking with 

should be pointed toward their target (the player they are passing to). They may 

stop the ball with any part of their feet and the goal is to keep the ball close to our 

feet/body when trapping the ball. Players should be situated 4 yards apart and you 

can increase how far apart as the drills goes on. With partner, player passes back 

and forth. Make sure players are on their toes and ready to receive pass. Then try 

having players pass only with left foot then only with their right.  

 

Click here to view a passing/trapping technique demonstration: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rxvXpN1vC6A 

 

Exercise 9 - Gate Passing: Set up gates around the field. Have the players get a 

partner. When the coach says “go”, the players will pass through as many gates as 

possible to their partner. Encourage movement to different gates and good passing 

to their partner’s feet.  

 

Exercise 10- Soccer Freeze Tag: Players dribble around the field and coaches are 

the ‘freezers”. This means once a coach touches a player’s soccer ball, that player 

is “frozen”. The player should then stand with their legs spread apart forming a 

triangle. Players become “unfrozen” and can continue dribbling around when a 

teammate passes a soccer ball between the “frozen” player’s legs. The goal is to 

avoid the freezers while also unfreezing your teammates. For the next round, make 

other players the “freezers”.  
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Exercise 10 - Shooting Technique: Instruct and demonstrate proper shooting 

technique. Explain which part of the foot you use to shoot the ball into the net: no 

toes, but the laces of the shoe. Toe pointed down and the foot they are not kicking 

with should be pointed toward their target. We shoot the ball with our laces 

because it gives us the most power while also maintaining accuracy (shooting with 

our toes is not accurate). Line players up on the end line and have players practice 

kicking without a ball with proper technique. Next, have players shoot their ball 

across the field to see how far they can kick it.  

 

Click here to view a shooting technique demonstration: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWDAafm0oyY 

 

Exercise 11 - Clean Your Room: Split the group into two groups, one on each 

side if the field. Once you say “go”, the players try to shoot every soccer ball on 

their side of the grid to the other side of the field. Players may not cross the center 

line. Whoever has the least amount of soccer balls at the end of the game wins.  

 

Exercise 12 - 1v1: Split the group into two groups, lined up at 2 cones across from 

a goal. Have the first player in each line lay on their stomach. Once you say go, 

roll the ball towards the goal. The first two players get up, try to win the ball, and 

shoot it in the goal.  


